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Topic: Indian economy – growth; Resource mobilization 

Q) What are green bonds? Examine how they can finance India’s ambitious renewable energy 

projects. (200 Words) 

A green bond is afixed income instrument for the purpose of raising debt capital through 
markets and which certifies the proceed would be used for Green purpose and can provide 
long term debt capital for renewable infrastructure projects 

Finance India’s ambitious renewable energy projects: 

1. Green bonds would enable investor diversification, mitigate risks since the repayment is 
tied to the issuer only 

2. They can facilitate the flow of capital to low carbon infrastructure investments, the 
demand for such investment is driven by low-carbon policy mandates 

3. Banks are unlikely to be able to expand their balance sheets to be able to finance the 
additional requirements of the renewable sector so green bonds comes handy 

4. Build a community of green investors and enable refinancing bank loans at a lower cost 

Challenges and way forward: 

1. Problems to overcome: lack of green bond standards; low credit rating of potential 
issuers; higher cost of issuance 

2. Government essentially needs to increase the funds available for investment in green 
projects, by providing for specific tax incentives 

3. Changing Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority norms for size of investment 
for insurance companies 

4. Development of long-term finance markets 

GS III 
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In order to meet an ambitious target of generating 100GW of energy from solar energy 
sources and 60GW from wind energy sources by 2022, Green bonds can play a significant 
role. 
  

Q) “Integration through goods and services tax will improve economic efficiency and 

minimize needless fragmentation of Indian supply chains.” Examine. (200 Words) 

  
GST is proposed to be a comprehensive indirect tax to be levied on manufacture, sale and 
consumption of goods as well as services at the national level. 

It will improve economic efficiency: 

1. Optimal taxation: taxation on intermediate goods led to diversion of resources but GST 
will prevent it as it is on final consumption. Burden of taxation would be on consumption so 
it will maximize efficiency 

2. Reduce tax evasion and corruption: All traders will insist on taking bills for all their 
purchases and it would increase collection of taxes 

3. Increased Exports: GST would remove multiple tax regime which create inefficiencies in 
the sectors of domestic production and result in to less exports 

4. Growth of Revenue in States and Union: It is expected that the introduction of GST will 
increase the tax base but lowers down the tax rates and also removes the multiple point 
taxation. 

Minimize needless fragmentation of Indian supply chains in following ways: 

1. Though Integration of Labour: Division of labour is limited by the extent of the market. 
So, the integration of the domestic market through the GST will improve economic 
efficiency 

2. No Location bias: It would support SME and small businesses  

3. Improved Infrastructure and storage: Reduces transaction costs and unnecessary 
wastages via effective IT infrastructure and integration of states level with the union eg 
pharma industry's traditional cost and distribution model will get replaced and benefit 

Thus, a flawless GST will put India’s not only to promote national level economic integration 
but also on the cutting edge of the world market economies. 
  

Q) Critically analyse merits of the Goods and Services Tax (GST). (200 Words) 

  
Goods and Services Tax (GST) Bill, is one of the important tax bill in history of India. It will 
be a game changer in many aspects. 
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Benefits and Merits of GST - 

1) It will REMOVE CASCADING EFFECT OF TAX (means tax on tax) on the cost of the goods 
and services.  

2) Common base for charging GST will consist of amalgamation of several taxes. So, instead 
of several there will be ONE TAX only. As well there is concept of REVENUE NEUTRAL RATE 
which will again beneficial.  

3) COMMON MARKET will be there in absence of CST and entry tax. This will help 
manufacturers to sell their products in the farthest part of country. 

4) INVOICING will be simpler as only one GST rate will be applicable. As well HIDDEN 
TAXATION will not be present which makes business easier.  

5) COMMON EXEMPTION BETWEEN CENTRE AND STATES which makes rates of study same 
all over India. 

6) Beneficial for Indian Companies as AVERAGE TAX BURDEN on companies will fall. 

7) ZERO RATING will be more comprehensive and more easy giving more relief for input 
duty. 

8) INCREASE IN RESOURCES for poverty alleviation and development.  

9) Will improve TAX GOVERNANCE with self-policing initiative and dual monitoring system. 

10) Will facilitate MAKE IN INDIA by making one India oppose to current regime which 
fragment India along state lines which levied different states tax. 

The most important tax reform for India will be helpful in India's GDP growth. Our economy 
will perform better as GST eventually make doing business in India easier. GST made it all 
true when levied with one rate and covers all goods and services with minimum exemption. 
  

Q) What should be the goals of monetary policy? Should inflation targeting be the main policy 

in India? In the light of Urjit Patel committee report, critically examine. (200 Words) 

  
monetary policy need its framework to be wide covering several aspects as it's influence is 
felt at internal as well as external environment 
Various goals as desired that monetary policy must fulfill :- 
> low inflation 
> less unemployment 
> balanced market regime favourable for both exports and imports 
> high forex reserve and maintained fiscal policy to avoid BOP crisis 
As per Urijit committee report , monetary policy should aim at CPI inflation target 2-6%. 
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For developing countries like India which is also an agricultural economy inflation is most 
critical issue . Major component of population Middle class and poor suffer the most  
So, a policy targeting and controlling inflation is most desirable but aiming solely inflation 
won't proof to be of much effect  
> as it can only control prices but won't have much impact on Unemployment  
> Trade-offs are mainly suspectible to international market exchange regime .hence, 
domestic inflation won't help much 
> Current account deficit must a catch a sight as India is only at the verge of being junk 
bonds 
> High growth demands more finance from Banks, hence position of Banking sector also 
needs attention which is filling with NPAs  
> Foreign investment policy also to be handled properly so that it brings capital and 
employment but by not hurting domestic market 
Hence, market intervention of central bank is like a cushion to prevent shocks in market but 
instead of role only as saviour it should prepare a training ground for soldier able to fight 
  

Q) Many committees in the past have recommended consolidation and restructuring of 

banks. Do you think privatisation is better than consolidation? Critically discuss. (200 Words) 

  
The Hindu 
  
The recent rise in non-performing assets of public sector banks in stressed sectors like steel, 
infrastructure has compelled the government to take measures like better selection of top 
management, creation of debt recovery tribunals. Along with it merger of SBI and its 
associates has also been proposed. 

Restructuring and consolidation has been recommended by many past committees to 
improve the condition of underperforming banks as it leads to economies of scale, 
efficiency increase, increase in revenue. Also larger banks get more global recognition. 
However, the PSB that are performing badly put added pressure on the limited section of 
taxpayers in the country. Mergers cannot be widely accepted as it leads to loss of jobs, 
branch closures and frequently in loss of quality in service. 

Though many committees recommended restructuring and consolidation as a better 
option, we are hearing privatization  as alternative. Analysing it below  

Cons of Privatisation :-  

 Privatization of banks may effect the basic idea of socialism and the economy may lean 
towards capitalist environment. 

 This step in loss making banks may have a deterrent effect on the staff of the 
organisation, which facilitates to further problems in the countries economic strata . 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/dont-merge-lossmaking-banks-privatise-them/article8794169.ece
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 the profit driven privatized banks might neglect the rural india, where the actual 
development is needed. 

 By losing the ownership government might face a situation where it is not able to meet 
the requirements of priority sectors, which may boost other social issues like 
poverty,unemployment etc.. 

 May boost crony capitalism in india, which eventually creates a lack of political will. 

 Private banks cannot finance projects necessary for national development which may 
not give good returns, here PSB play a critical role. 

Pros of Privatisation :-  

 Privatizing a bank in the market may create a ripple effect on performance of other 
PSBs. 

 Due to to competition better services are provided, by improved efficiency and 
management of staff. 

 Privatisation of underperforming banks can lead to more efficiency in management 
and staff. It can reduce burden on the government to save loss making banks which 
reduces burden on taxpayer and also the fiscal deficit. 

We must co-opt both strategies keeping in mind the aim of financial inclusion, reducing 
fiscal deficit and creating a stable financial system. 
  

Q) Examine the changing definitions of FDI. Do you think more inflow of FDI would benefit 

India? Comment. (200 Words) 

  
The Hindu 
  
FDI do not find a commonly accepted definition globally. OECD-IMF have developed 
definition of FDI which defines FDI as 10% or more as controlling share by foreign entity. 
RBI in India identifies "foreign controlled rupee company" as entity having 25% share as 
individual/organisation or 40% from a single country. Observing in Indian context it is seen 
that all investment apart from investment in stock market accounts for FDI which may also 
includes short term portfolio investment. Thus we find a disparity in Indian definition of FDI 
compared to other nation or international organisation say IMF, OECD. 

FDI's importance in stimulating economic growth, technology sharing, skill development, 
increase in employment, infrastructure development is well documented. Certainly for this 
to happen, investment need to be available for a long time and not portfolio investments. 
There is need for clarity on what comprises FDI.  
  

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/is-fdi-really-a-gift-horse/article8794322.ece
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However, ,most investments do not result in technology transfer from developed countries 
to India. FDI includes reinvested earning which implies direct capital inflow to the country is 
actually lesser, hence less money for infrastructure development. FDI results in remittances 
to foreign nation resulting in foreign exchange outflow. The dispute redressal regarding 
taxes and compliance between foreign entities and government is complex, resulting in tax 
evasion by foreigners like Vodafone case in 2014. 
  

Topic: Government Budgeting. 

Q) Recently, the Railway Minister sought to scrap the 92-year-old practice of having a 

separate budget for Indian Railways. Examine why? Do you support this move? Justify. (200 

Words) 

  
Separate budget started in 1924 by British rule. Recent demand to do away with it would 
have positives reasons. 

Why not needed separate Budget? 

1. Better policy formulation and implementation: absence of concrete policy which has 
defeated itself in its sole aim 

2. Railways constitute ~4% of budget currently: When British started it occupy a significant 
portion of the budgetary allocations (~75 to 85 %) so why need to burden resource as 
separate budget 

3. Merely Political gain: A separate Railways budget allows them to announce trains, 
extension of routes etc. for a particular region/state and then take credit for the same 

4. National transportation policy: would facilitate integration of the general and railway 
budgets and formulation of policy 

5. Reduce Burden and resource wastage: If merged with general Budget then it would not 
have to separately bear the burden of 7th pay commission hike. 

Need Separate Budget 

1. To support 1.3 million employees: the Indian Railways is among the world's largest 
employers which need separate budget else effect large employment 

2. Important for PPP: It’s not separate budget but lack of private sector participation which 
accounted for only 4 percent of the total  

3. Decisions on the expansion: of the railway network and introduction of new trains should 
be taken by the railway board on a commercial basis and should not be left to Parliament. 
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Merging budgeting would definitely help but need to overcome challenging like 
Bureaucratic hurdle in quick decision making should not hamper it much needed growth 
and modernization. 
  
  

Topic: Economic growth; Inclusive growth and issues arising from it 

Q) Despite faster growth, India still ranks low in the Human Development Index even though 

the country is classified as a medium human development country. In your opinion, should 

government focus more on liberalizing markets? What should be the focus of economic 

reforms? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Human Development Index measures in terms of Life expectancy, per capita income and 
education. India stands in medium human development countries category. Post 1991 
reforms brought a new dawn in terms of economic policies, fiscal measures, ease in 
standard of living, external trade, etc.  

Liberalizing the economy further will bring down the economic disparities to lower height 
which can be justified below: 

1) There are still many untouched sector like sugarcane and agriculture. With liberalizing 
and delicencing these sectors will bring more innovation and ways of doing work. 

2) It brings foreign investments which will raise the govt revenue and govt can spend into 
social welfare works. 

3) New methods of Structural and Strategic changes, keeping contemporary needs and 
aspirations into mind is the need of hour. 

New economic reforms should be formulated with respect to upliftment of poor masses, it 
should not be the detrimental to their needs and way of living. Govt must use increasing 
demographic dividend to achieve the targets set in Millenium Development Goals. Public 
private partnership will do great in achieving the public policies. The poverty ratio and 
employment is still high which seeks new economic reforms in favor of these destitute. 

The consensus among political parties must be built to formulate and execute new policies 
and they must work together for sustainable development. Slowly and gradually will make 
India of our dreams. 
  

Q) Compared to previous policy, critically examine how the setting up of monetary policy 

committee (MPC) might affect monetary policy in India. (200 Words) 

  
MPC would create a new balance in monetary policy in which Govt will set targets of 
inflation and gives the central bank a free hand in determining the policy rate i.e. repo rate 
etc 
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Positives Effect of MPC: 

1. Increase transparency: RBI dominated role makes it opaque basis of decisions. So it is in 
line as per international best practice  

2. RBI has too much power: it should be controlled by democratic elected representatives 
of peoples  

3. Central Bank is not directly accountable to voters: e.g. it may implement policy against 
wishes of the electorate. 

4. Inflation targeting: Government would set target and it would be helpful in inclusive 
economic growth e.g. US, UK, Brazil, Indonesia and South Africa that have a formal inflation 
target 

Negative Effects of MPC: 

1. Effect the Independence of the Central Bank: to perform its core duties and technical 
functions 

2. Promote Political Goal: Government can use it for achieving political advantage e.g. 
lowering interest rates before elections 

3. Accountability vs Independence: It would reduce accountability of RBI as Government 
appoint committee members would be involved in key decision making  

4. Avoid Inflationary Govt. Spending: which may sell bonds to central banks to finance 
excessive spending 

Government has to deal with political motivated issues and follow universal approach to 
remain transparent. Overall it would help in achieving objectives of steady growth, 
increasing employment and steady growth. 
  

Q) What do you understand by ‘helicopter money’ in economics? Why is it used and why it 

in news? Examine. (200 Words) 

  
Helicopter Money" is a reference to an idea made popular by the American economist 
Milton Friedman in 1969. 

The basic principle behind the CONCEPT OF HELICOPTER MONEY is that a central bank 
wants to raise inflation in an economy that is running substantially low, one of the most 
effective tools would be simply to give everyone direct money transfers so that people 
would start to spend more freely, increasing economic activity and pushing back the 
inflation. From this basic principle, the theory developed further to the possibility for 
monetary-financed tax cuts, whereby a government could cut taxes with the central bank 
committing purchasing government debt to prevent interest rates rising. 
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This concept of "Helicopter Money" is recently considered by Japan when it halved its 
growth forecast and slashed its inflation estimate. It's not only Japan's economy, the risk of 
deflation in many developed economies threatens global growth. Expectations for inflation 
are reflected in borrowing costs all around the world with fresh money being borrowed by 
Germany and Switzerland at negative yield. Loretta Mester, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland, also said that "Helicopter Money" could be considered to stimulate America's 
economy if conventional monetary policy fails. 

We will see in future that whether the current economies situation of developed countries 
where growth and inflation dying, this new concept of "Helicopter Money" if adopted it will 
be able to achieve central banks aim 
  

Q) Discuss the linkage between children’s health and economic growth, especially for India. 

(200 Words) 

  
The Hindu 
  
Children of today are future of tomorrow. There is significant link between economic 
growth and children's health. Every 1 rupee investment give an output of 4 rupees. Of the 
many studies conducted it has been made clear that the investing in first 1000 days of a 
child(including pregnancy period) leads to better mental and cognitive growth of a child, 
same has been highlighted by this year's economic survey.  

 India is having one of the youngest population and is yet to reap the benefit of its 
demographic dividend. So India needs healthy children for the matching skill 
development.  
  

 Brain and physical development is generally accomplished in starting years of life 
  

 Govt. schemes would be proven productive for future only if child is physically and 
mentally fit.It will lead Govt. to spend more or education or skill programs rather than 
health sectors 
  

 A dependent poor child also grown unskilled keeps on rolling in never-ending vicious 
circle for future family hence as it has been correctly said " A country's healthy future 
lies only in healthy future generation" 

  
We should always keep in mind that "Every healthy child is an asset for Indian economy and 
every unhealthy child is a liability", which we can't smirk under the carpet of disguise. 
  

Topic: Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their effects 

on industrial growth 

  

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-one-bright-spot-is-india/article8794168.ece
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Q) “The 1991 reforms has created a state that has become exclusively concerned with the 

interests of globalised capital, and the domestic corporate-financial oligarchy aligned with 

it.” Do you agree? What’s the effect of reforms on agriculture and farmers? Critically 

comment. (200 Words) 

  
The economic reforms posts 1991 were made aiming at boosting economic growth by 
bringing in foreign capital into India by the way of goods and services and also financial 
instruments. This made gaining investor confidence imperative and the ease of doing 
business are enhanced. As a matter of fact, this improvisation of conducive business climate 
is still a work in progress and India is expending considerable effort in this regard. This 
centre objective of economic reforms has made it favourable to domestic-corporate 
oligarchy that can help in multiplication of global capital as well as attract even more. The 
very fact that corporate is given tax exemption till date and indirect taxes which affect poor 
more yields more to Indian revenue so as to rein in fiscal deficit bears testimony to the 
aforesaid. Thus I do agree with the question in place. 

• Effect on agriculture and farmers: 

The basic resources for this economic activity say land, water, electricity are also needed by 
the industries to grow in general. This overlapping of needs of limited resources keeping in 
view the population and needs of India has made the effect of reforms on agriculture and 
farmers pathetic. 
1) Land has become fragmented. This has made possibility of evolution to commercial large 
scale agriculture next to impossible. Today, many are moving to urban areas seeking 
employment as they are unable to make a living from subsistence farming which has lost all 
prospect of moving on to next stage. 
2) The illiterate farmers who are poor for many generations are unable to invest more in 
their fields and even if they invest they do not get sufficient returns to be taken as profit 
owing to loss in fertility, overuse of ground water by the industries in their locale. Raise in 
farmer suicide corroborates this.  
3) Of late food processing has been opened for 100% FDI which on the face of it appears to 
benefit farming, but even here, there are not enough mechanisms in place to benefit every 
farmer regardless of their position in agrarian class structure. This again will favour rich 
farmers more who are essentially capitalist in spirit. 
  

Q) Recently, the union government allowed FDI in trade, including e-commerce, of food 

produced or manufactured in India. Examine how will this impact different stakeholders. (200 

Words) 

  
The Union Government has given nod to the decision to allow 100% FDI in trade of food 
products,including e-commerce by the approval route. This move can be seen as a boost to 
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the Food product market in India. The move stands to benefit various stakeholders in 
following ways- 

1)Foreign players-Giants like Walmart, Alibaba and Carrefour would enter the vast Indian 
market to tap the unutilised potential. 

2)Domestic players- New market players like Grofers in e-commerce and established 
domestic players as Amul would be facing competition from foreign giants. This would 
enhance competition in the market. 

3)Farmers and meat vendors-They are bound to get better prices in the face of a 
competitive environment. Perishable products would get into an efficient cold supply chain 
with the help of foreign technology. 

4) Customers-In a competitive market the pricing would be suited to customers and he 
would be able to access products with much ease once the online infrastructure gets a 
boost. 

5)Government-Efficient revenue collection will be possible. Government would be able to 
sell its buffer stock to the private players in case of excess storage thus avoiding losses. 

This seems like a win-win situation for all. The need of the hour is that the government 
looks into the the Essential Commodities act and the Agricultural Produce Market 
Committee Act to the make the provisions more reasonable for efficient trade. 
  

Q) By far the biggest reform of 1991 was industrial delicensing. Did this reform unleash the 

industrial sector in a big way? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

  
Economic Reforms of 1991 marked a significant change in India’s economy and pulled it out 
from prolonged period of distress. One of the striking feature was delicensing- i.e end of 
License raj, eliminating the need for permission to set up a new factory, or indeed even to 
add capacity to an existing factory. 

However, this particular reform haven’t unleash industrial sector the way it was expected. 
The share of manufacturing was 16.4% in 1989- 90 and is 16.2% in 2015-16 in GDP. 

Reason for such unexpected result are manifold: excessive tax burden, inadequate 
infrastructure and connectivity, unreliable electricity, non-availability of credit and 
appropriate skilled labor, lack of research ,development and new technology adoption. 

The National manufacturing policy(NMP) aims to achieve 25% increase in share(GDP) from 
present in the next seven years. Initiatives like MAKE IN INDIA , MUDRA BANK LOANS to 
small and medium entrepreneurs , the nation wide roll-out of GST, easing of power 
shortage will cumulatively give a fillip to industrial production. Moreover, the government 
has to grapple with the rising challenges of robotics ,artificial intelligence(AI), 3d printing, 
vastly diffused and distributed value chains across countries and falling trade barriers. 
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Thus, a pro-active approach has to be assimilated in our methods tailored with our NMP 
objectives to create more employment and less dependency on the agriculture sector. 
  

Q) Examine how will raising the foreign investment cap on print media from the present 26% 

to 49% affect print media in India. (200 Words) 

  
In this globalized and digitizing age, increasing the FDI cap in print media might not be as 
effective as expected as the decision is too late. Even if Indian print media is showing 
growing trend but it is surely going to be outpaced by the digital media in near future. 
Why needed: 
1. As per the global trend all over the world print media is suffering due to digitization of 
the world, so extra fund might help in surviving. 
2. Government is trying to attract foreign investors in every field so they do not want leave 
one or two areas which might send negative signal to investors. 
What might be the impacts? 
1. Due to the additional fund the print media can expand its base as still many part of the 
India needs to be covered. 
2. Foreign Investors might also bring experts with them which help Indian print media. 
3. Indian print media might get greater autonomy as due to foreign investment political 
interference might reduce, but on the other hand our media might be get adversely 
affected due to foreign say in working. 
As we all know this decision is bit late and it might not create as much interest in investors 
as much is expected. The success of this decision will totally depend on the foreign 
investors reaction whose chances are very futile as they would like to go with the global 
trend of digitization. 
  

Q) “Twenty-five years later, it appears India did a good job on openness (glasnost), but the 

report card on restructuring (perestroika) still has several red marks.” Comment. (200 Words) 

  
India opened its economy in 1991 as is evident in numerous areas like investment, 
orientation of our economy, our market, etc. 

1) From the strategy of inward looking economy and IMPORT SUBSTITUTION, we have 
embraced exports. Our share in world merchandize trade has risen to about 4% from 
slightly above 1% in 1991. 

2) We have done still better in service exports where we maintain a surplus 

3) Our FDI and FPI have risen. 

4) We have opened our market for foreign firms. They have not only brought innovation, 
but have led to better price for consumers due to competition. Telecom sector is a prime 
example. 
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5) Government has opened many sectors for private capital. Even defence production is 
slated to allow 100% FDI. 

These were easier OPERATIONAL REFORMS, but our performance as far as RESRUCTURING 
(through STRUCTURAL REFORMS) isn’t entirely satisfactory: 

1) Agriculture’s contribution to GDP has decreased at a much faster rate than its share in 
total employment. This has led to a further deterioration of the farmer’s purchasing power 
vis-a-vis others. 

2) Unorganized sector employment still makes >90%. This is mostly because of slow pace of 
reform in labour law and even reluctance to reform labour laws mostly due to political 
compulsions. 

3) Tax-to-GDP ratio is still low. This is not only because of evasion, but also because of 
exemption, complex tax laws, etc. Both DTC and GST have moved at snail pace. 

The problem might have been: 

a) Our fractious, even if vibrant polity (democracy). 

b) Our leaders rightly learned the lessons from USSR that in absence of social security nets, 
STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT could be distortionary. 

A national consensus needs to be arrived at in favour of social security, tax laws, etc. (as has 
emerged in favour of GST). Only then we can proceed on the path of 3rd Generation 
Reforms. 

Q) Comment on the significance of provisions of the Centre’s Model Shops and 

Establishments (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of Service) Bill, 2016. (200 Words) 

  
The Hindu 
  
Recent bill is in line to Economic Survey for 2015-16 notes, there is a robust annual growth 
in services such as trade, hotels, transport and communications and SME's would be major 
sector. 

Significance : 

1. Uniformity of labor reform: Uniform working conditions across the country. 

2. Employment: Facilitate generation of employment opportunities and ease of doing 
business. E.g. reduction in hours shift would give opportunity to other, online Registration 
procedure 

3. Contribution to Economy: Increase sales and increase tax collection as shops, malls and 
cinema halls, among other establishments to run 24×7 throughout the year. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/heeding-the-24x7-potential/article8798992.ece
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4. Women LFPR increase: Does not allow discrimination against women in the matter of 
recruitment, training, promotions or transfer. In night shift there will be provisions of 
shelter, rest room, ladies toilet, transportation 

5. Safety and health of workers: Empowers Government to make rules regarding adequate 
measures eg. Safe drinking water norms 

Areas of challenges: 

1. Limited coverage: Covers only establishments employing ten or more workers under it 
ambit. It does not cover manufacturing units 

2. Women Security and transport: Although allowed night shift for women but small 
establishment will face challenges due to lack of financial strength 

3. Consumer focused healthy environment: Its is need of hour in order to grow small scale 
industry & catalyse it further 

4. Implementation and enforcement: aspects are impressively inked on paper, but with 
poor outcomes in practice. Eg. There is no effective mechanisms of redress except enforced 
by a cadre of Chief Facilitators and Facilitators. 

Way Forward: 

1. Online registration of complaints, and the process can be aided by trade unions to 
reinforce it. 

2. Reliable public transport and strong law enforcement: eg. Commercial women taxi 
services operating 24x7 

3. Health care reform: to support employees health care, insurance policies and medical 
expenses 

Bill has much to welcome and major innovation in the elimination of the licensing 
bureaucracy, lot of corruption, ease of doing business. Success will depend on strong 
enforcement by all states. 
  
  

Q) Recently, the cabinet approved the Model Shops and Establishments (Regulation of 

Employment and Conditions of Service) Bill, 2016, that will allow malls, shops, restaurants, 

banks and cinemas to operate 24 hours a day. How will this affect various stakeholders? 

Examine. (200 Words) 

  
Centre’s Model Shops and Establishments (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of 
Service) Bill, 2016 will affect various stakeholders in following ways: 
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i. States – principle of cooperative federalism will be strengthened. States can either fully 
adopt the model law or in a modified form. 

ii. Government at various level - Increased consumer spending, as establishments stay open 
for longer hours, will lead to increased revenue for establishments, and corresponding 
increase in the tax base for the governments. 

iii. Employable youths - employment is likely to get boost because establishments will need 
to hire employees for the late-night shift. 

iv. Women - Women empowerment. Women can have choices to plan for a better work-life 
balance as they can opt for evening or night shifts. 

v. Business men - Ease of doing business. The bill enables operation of economic activities 
all 365 days of the year, and round-the-clock. It obviates the need of licensing bureaucracy 
and hence would help reduce corruption. 

vi. Society – 

ü Social justice - Malls can already operate 27X7. Now small shopkeepers will have the 
same privilege. 

ü Improved working condition – The bill specifies labour issues such as working hours, 
overtime, casual and earned leave, protection for women including transport access for 
those opting to work night shifts, and workplace facilities. There is also enforcement 
mechanism through cadre of Chief Facilitators and Facilitators. 

The success of center’s model law will depend on the pro-activeness and intension of 
states, just like panchayat and APMC acts. Additionally promoting retail services round-the-
clock also requires a good, affordable public transport backbone with security 
arrangements to ensure safe travel. 
  

Topic: Employment 

Q) “The biggest failure of economic liberalization has been its inability to provide good jobs 

in the formal sector.” Discuss. (200 Words) 

  
A gainful and secure employment is considered the most enabling factor for human 
development. But the spectre of job loss on top of the already large number of unemployed 
makes the lack of good jobs in formal sector as the biggest failure of economic 
liberalization.  

It is recognized that between 1991 and 2012, just about 28 lakh formal sector jobs were 
added. This is compounded by the phenomenon of CONTRACTUALIZATION OF JOBS. Annual 
Survey of Industries shows that 13.5% of workers in the manufacturing sector were 
engaged through contractors in 1991-92; by 2011-12, this had increased to 34.7%. This has 
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resulted in employment vulnerability too, with the UN MDG saying that in 2010 about 80% 
jobs in India were vulnerable jobs, with meagre job and social security. This was hardly an 
improvement on 2000, when it was ~84%. India is worse placed than its peers like SL 
(employment vulnerability of 42% in 2010) and Brazil (22%). 

Actually the symptom has the seed of this malady. 

a) Contractualization is a concomitant of inflexible labour laws that make retrenchment 
well nigh impossible. 

b) India missed the manufacturing employment boom. The enabling conditions like good 
infrastructure were not ready. A beginning was made only during Vajpayee govt. Similarly, 
even till today, skill training of our youth is an incomplete task. 

Yet, we must recognize that the economy has undergone a structural change. India can’t 
depend on exports like China to generate jobs. New jobs will come in areas like robotics, 
Augmented/virtual reality, biotech, Internet-of-things, etc. Our broken education system 
will have to rise to the occasion if we are not to miss the bus this time as well. 
  

Q) It has been reiterated time and again that the stringent labour laws and the cumbersome 

nature of compliance with labour regulations and norms act as a barrier to growth of the 

manufacturing sector. In the light of new textile policy, examine what reforms are needed to 

maximise gainful employment in this sector. (200 Words) 

  
Textile industry of india was one of its backbone and major contributor to GDP till the start 
of new millennium. It lost its prime during last decade. Inorder to rejuvenate it which 
provides over 45 million jobs, government aims to introduce a new National Textile 
Policy(NTP).The key objectives of NTP are to create around 10 million jobs,attract 
investments and to increase exports through flexibility in labour laws and value addition.It 
also aims to provide subsidies and tax incentive to bolster job creation. 

Problems faced by Indian Textile Industry 

1.stringent and complex labour laws:Due to existence of over 200 state laws and 52 central 
acts,compliance of few leads to violation of others.State and central laws are not in same 
direction. 

2.Provision of Industrial Disputes Act(IDA):According to this act to remove unproductive 
workers,an employer with over 100 employees needs to seek permission from labour 
department which inturn leads to delays and reduced productivity. 

3.Expensive contractual labour system: Inorder to escape from legal issues of 
IDA,companies resort to contractual labour system which help only contractors or 
middlemen. 
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4.Technology Upgrade Fund Scheme(TUFS) did not upgrade technology: Although it was 
aimed at upgrading technology through import of second hand machines,due to import of 
low quality products and high cost for maintenance government stopped imports. 

5:china,Bangladesh,Vietnam factor: Due to emergence of these countries especially 
china,exports became cheaper which prompted companies to opt cost control measures 
like reducing work force,cutting production etc. 

Textile industry in india badly need reforms. The decision to reduce excise duty from 12 % 
to 6 % ,6000 crores package for employment generation and TUFS scheme are welcome 
moves in this regard. Rebate on state taxes through duty drawback scheme will reduce 
input costs and increase export competitiveness. Making Provident Fund contribution 
optional for employees with low income, work guarantee for atleast six months a year can 
help employees especially women as they contribute to about 70 % of workforce. Steps to 
attain wage parity for women and to deal with sexual harassment has to find a mention in 
new policy for women empowerment. 
  

Q) Recently the cabinet approved an outlay of Rs.12,000 crore for providing job skills to and 

certifying 10 million young people over the next four years under the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal 

Vikas Yojana (PMKVY). Examine the objectives of PMKVY and mechanism by which it intends 

to create skilled jobs. (200 Words) 

  
The motive of Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) is to fulfill the existing gap 
between demand and supply of skilled labor supply in the Indian market. In many of the 
surveys it has been claimed and often business houses are complaining that India’s is 
having enough manpower but they are not employable and are unskilled. This issue is 
aimed to be resolved by PMKVY. Following are important points related to this ambitious 
scheme: 
  
1. 10 million young people will be trained in relevant skillsets in next four years. 
  
2.People from North-East, Maoist affected area, from Jammu & Kashmir will be motivated 
to join residential programs. 
  
3.People will also be trained specially for European and foreign job markets. 
  
4.Third party vendors will be involved in monitoring the training center and quality of 
training. 
  
5. Quarterly review will be done by the government to make sure the plan is going 
according to the schedule and meeting expectations. 
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While idea of this scheme is very good and can meet most of the demand for the skilled 
labors if implemented properly still some more things are needs to be taken care, following 
are some points which government needs to focus: 
  
1.The courses that most of the college and Schools are teaching are not helping and they 
need a complete overhaul so government needs to focus on our education policy and 
should take help of industry and make it more job oriented. 
  
2. Special focus should be given to female skilling and families are reluctant to send them 
for such trainings 
  
3.There should be periodic review of the skillset provided in the training and outdated skills 
should replace by new skills. 
  
4.Special focus should be given to creating some skillset which will help the people involved 
in agriculture sector. 
  
In last we can say it is good idea and if implemented well can help both the parties involved 
i.e. the people seeking employment and the industry needing skilled labor force. 
  

Topic:  Infrastructure – energy 

Q) Discuss the significance of the World Bank’s agreement with the India-led International 

Solar Alliance (ISA) to help it mobilise a trillion dollars in investments by 2030 and its billion-

dollar programme to support Indian initiatives for expanded solar generation. (200 Words) 

  
India-France have taken the initiative of setting up an International Solar Alliance (ISA), an 
alliance of 121 solar-resource-rich countries, lying fully or partially between the Tropic of 
Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn 

Significance: 

1. Promotion of Renewable Energy: ISA states that the countries share the collective 
ambition to undertake innovative and concerted efforts for reducing the cost of finance  

2. To pave the way for future solar energy: generation, storage and good technologies for 
countries’ individual needs. 

3. Intended Nationally Determined Contribution(INDC) Target: It would help Indian and 
other countries to meet their INDC wrt COP Eg: 100 gigawatts by 2022 out of a total of 175 
GW from all renewables 

4. Clean Energy: significant steps in the global transition to a clean energy pathway for 
developing countries 
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5. Cost of solar power finance: help in overcoming one of the biggest obstacles to a scale-
up in developing countries has been the high cost of finance for photovoltaic project 

6. Intelligent power grids: to analyse and give priority to use the output of renewables, 
accurately forecast the weather to plan next day generation. 

7. Innovation in battery technology is a potential gold mine for the solar alliance and for 
India to exploit. 

Indian should work on challenges like transmission lines, bureaucratic hurdle and unlock 
SME in solar sector to achieve its INDC targets. 
  

Topic: Major crops cropping patterns in various parts of the country 

Q) Why and how should India increase production of pulses? Examine. (200 Words) 

  
Pulses would significantly help in solving problems of agriculture, farmers and malnutrition . 

Why increase: 

1. To overcome Problems of agriculture:  

o Depletion of soil due to specific crops and overuse fertilizers  

o Irrigation intensive crops 

o Rapid industrialization and climate issue: require economizing on land and water, 
respectively—getting “more from less” of these inputs 

2. Water Exporting: India exports water-intensive rice, cotton, sugar and soybean. It can 
save lots of water and equivalent to the demand of nearly 13 million people 

3. Benefits of Pulses: Fixes atmospheric nitrogen naturally, Keep the soil porous and well 
aerated because of its deep and extensive root systems. Their importance in curbing 
malnutrition due to high protein content. 

4. Food inflation: minimum support price for pulses is expected to help push up their 
output and thereby contain food inflation 

Can be increased in following ways: 

1. Rainbow Revolution: Encouraging other crops, notably pulses that favor greater proteins 
consumption 

2. Consolidation of ongoing irrigation schemes: IWMP, AIBP, OFWM into the Prime 
Minister’s Krishi Sinchayi Yojana (PMKSY) 

3. Minimum Support Price and Procurement Policy: Increased and Future price guarantee 
by Government for pulses 
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4. Education: Mobile Phones and Apps to provide information on prices and cultivation to 
farmers, benefits of using pulses 

More steps take needed like creating a buffer stock, imposing stock limits, and offering 
pulses at low cost through mobile vans, FDI in food processing, dismantling the Agricultural 
Produce Marketing Committee laws would help in promoting pulses and helping agriculture 
sector. 
  

Q) In India, domestic absorption of cereals has grown at a lower rate, leading to an increase 

in export of cereals. What are the reasons? Examine the changing dietary preferences of 

consumers vis a vis cereals and pulses and its implications for nutrition in the country. (200 

Words) 

  
Since the onset of the Green Revolution in the late 1960s, India has been treading on a path 
towards self-sufficiency in food. The achievements have remained highly skewed towards 
wheat and rice on account of technological as well as policy support towards these two 
crops. also the high and assured prices paid through public procurement encouraging 
farmers to increase output, leading to increase in export. 

change in dietary preferences of public has also resulted in low consumption of cereals like: 

1) transition of public towards food items like fruits, vegetables, edible oil, sugar, eggs, 
meat and milk 

2) transition of public towards pulses an important staple food as cereals but supply of 
these pulses is not able to meet the domestic demand of public even by importing 1/5th 
part from other countries. 

India has reached a stage where cereals will continue to be important to sustain the 
present level of nutrition. However, the reduction in hunger and the improvement in 
nutrition require more of pulses,which can be done via: 
  
1)High-yielding varieties of pulses to be developed.(second green revolution ) 
  
2)upgrade varieties, practices and policy support for pulses 
  
3) increasing imports by easing import restrictions and making new pacts with foreign 
nations like with Mozambique (Africa) 
  

Q) According to recent data released by the agriculture ministry, horticulture production in 

India is increasing steadfastly. Examine the trend and its causes. (200 Words) 

  
The agriculture produce data released by the Agriculture ministry indicates an increase in 
the horticulture produce whereas the production of food grains has registered a decline. 
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Trends: 

Horticulture production increased from 277.3 million tonnes (2013-14) to 282.8 million 
tonnes (2015-16) 

Fruit production rose from 88.9 million tonnes (2013-14) to 90.5 million tonnes (2015-16) 

Potato production increased from 41.5 million tonnes (2013-14) to 45.6 million tonnes 
(2015-16) 

Foodgrain production declined from 265 million tonnes (2013-14) to 252 million tonnes 
(2015-16) 

Causes: 

a) Demand for fruits and vegetables has registered an increase due to increase in demand 
owing to increasing income levels resulting in higher consumption of fruits and vegetables 
because of the health benefits associated 

b) Government policy support: National Horticulture Mission launched in 2005 focused on 
nutritional security and increasing farm income in horticulture 

c) Infrastructure availability: Cold storage facilities are available for potatoes and presence 
of forward linkages in respect of fruits e.g. Fruit jam manufacturing facility which processes 
fruits thus enhancing value, income and reducing wastage 

The increased horticulture is beneficial for growers as it gives them higher income and for 
consumers gives them nutrition. However, the food grain production must not be adversely 
affected and needs special focus to maintain grain production growth with the demands of 
the growing population. 
  

Topic: Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies 

Q) Recently, the union government ordered fertiliser firms to cut prices of fertilizers. Do you 

think such policies are in the interest of industries and consumers? Critically comment. (200 

Words) 

  
Recent action taken would impact on fertilizer industry which takes industry to more 
regulation instead of free market apart from meagre benefit to consumers if it could reach 
them 

Negative effect on Industry and Consumers 

1. Against the Competition Act: which does not allow companies to meet and agree on 
market prices either with each other or with government officials. In long term prices would 
not fall. 
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2. Gain not passed to consumers/industry: international prices of fertilizers have fallen and 
gain from decline has been pocketed entirely by the Centre 

3. Black Market: Industry players and other would want to gain from selling it across the 
border to Bangladesh and Nepal due to regulation and canalization 

4. More Inefficient Fertiliser Manufacturers: it would further impact already inefficient 
production and they would not take step to improve and invest on new capacity, improving 
urea quality 

Positive effect on Industry and Consumers 

1. Protect overcharging: of consumers as Government paying a subsidy to companies on 
every bag that they are selling to farmers 

2. Industry can reap benefit by subsidy from Government and may tries to get benefit by 
selling low quality fertilizers to get more profit 

Need of hour is deregulation in fertilisers price and free imports extending to urea as well. 
Encouraging Indian firms to locate plants in countries such as Iran which allowed India to 
import fertiliser at prices almost 50 per cent cheaper than the world price. 
  

Topic: Storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related 

constraints; 

Q) Recently, the Maharashtra government decided to promulgate an ordinance to exempt 

farmers from having to mandatorily sell their fruit and vegetable crop at mandis governed by 

a 1963 law on marketing farm produce. Is it a right step? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Recent step taken would a step to make Indian agriculture a sustainable economic activity 
but there are certain issues that need to be addressed. 

Positives: 

1. Increased Profit margin: Farmers can directly sell to consumers and removing middle 
man 

2. Benefit from price movements: plug leaks in Agricultural Produce Market Committees in 
current scenario in which traders rake in the upside that consumers are forced to shell out 

3. Reducing Inflation: household food expenditure would reduce as not farmers would get 
good amount but also consumers 

4. Healthy competition: among private traders and processing units, government 
procurement agencies and cooperative farmer-producer groups would improve price 
discovery from farm to fork 
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Challenges to overcome 

1. Infrastructure issue: even though farmers are free to sell anywhere but directly selling to 
consumer & food processing units would not still be possible at large scale in absence of 
proper storing and transport facilities help to farmers 

2. Lack of Credit: Access to bank loan and its penetration is still abysmal which is much 
need  

3. Push for coperative groups: so that marginal and small farmers have adequate 
negotiating heft in a free market 

4. Awareness drive: to educate farmers about policies like e-National Agriculture Market for 
25 major crops, etc 

In order to achieve target of doubling farmers’ incomes in five years, several such 
interventions are necessary, including better irrigation facilities, and the freedom to sell 
output where farmers get the best price. 
  

Q) “Though e-NAM will improve competitiveness in market through larger participation of 

buyers and more transparent system of bidding, it should not be considered a panacea for 

all deficiencies in agricultural markets.” Discuss. (200 Words) 

  
e-NAM provides lots of opportunities and challenges that need to be addressed. 

e-NAM: Significance: 

1. Infrastructure development: e-NAM would provide funds (Rs.30 lakh per mandi) for 
improving warehouse storage facilities thereby reducing food wastage 

2. Controlling Inflation: It will ensure stability in prices 

3. Selling options to Farmers: Redexpected to give choice to farmers to sell the farm 
produce both in physical mandis or online platform across states and would Increase in 
farmers income 

4. Transparency: in the system market via recording transactions 

Why it should not be considered panacea for all deficiencies: 

1. Technology illiteracy: Farmers need to be digitally educated to reap benefits of eNAM 

2. Implementation: integration Mandis across Nation would be challenging as in past such 
schemes lost sheen after some time due to lack of political backing 

3. Digital Infrastructure: Rural areas still lack technology infrastructure and connectivity 
solution can be bridging it with digital India 
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4. World Trade Organization (WTO) agreement: Need to focus on subsidies issues for 
betterment and protection of agriculture market from overseas competition which require 
changes in changes in trade and commerce 

5. Other Act and areas: the State Agricultural Produce Marketing Regulations Act and the 
Essential Commodities Act were the two important legislations that had to be amended to 
remove restrictive provisions coming in the way of an efficient and competitive marketing 
system  

6. Innovative Solutions: like taken by Karnataka e.g. NCDEX (National Commodity and 
Derivatives Exchange) Spot Exchange for automation of auction process in mandis ; 
Rashtriya e-Market Services (ReMS); Unified Market Platform (UMP), ReMS etc 

Only one reform cannot solves all problem as suggested by Committees that various 
legislative reforms as well as the reorientation of the policies and programmers for the 
development and strengthening of agricultural marketing in the country. 
  

Topic: Economics of animal rearing 

Q) Over-fishing coupled with pollution and climate change has adversely affected fishermen 

and their catch. What should India do to address this issue and make fishing sustainable? 

Also discuss why protein intake is falling despite increase in fish production in India and what 

needs to be done in this regard. (200 Words) 

  
Recent report of Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO), almost 90% of world’s marine 
fish stocks are either over-fished (31.4%) or fully fished (58.1%) shows criticality of this 
issue. 

Following steps that can be taken to address this issue and make fishing sustainable:  

1. Fishing plus Harvesting: would maintain fish populations 

2. Protected spots Declaration: where fishing is prohibited and areas which are breeding 
grounds e.g. Marine protected areas (MPA) need to be increased 

3. Licensing of Trollers: Limiting use of Trollers which damages coral reefs and habitat of 
fishes 

4. Marine and sea beach Pollution policy: Specially sea beaches where pollution affecting 
fishing and destroying marine life e.g. Ocean Regulatory Zones 

5. Strong Laws on Oil spills: to protect damages marine life including damaging Mangroves 

6. Awareness campaigns: how to do sustainable fishing and alternative food diets 

Protein intake is falling despite increase in fish production due to following: 
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1. Lack of Infrastructure: for preserving and storing fish lead to reduction in protein content 

2. Wastage: Significant portion of Fishes wasted due to lack of modern techniques during 
transportation  

3. Declining per capita fish consumption: is one of reason in reduction of protein food 
intake 

Steps needed to increase protein intake 

1. Food security policies: providing high protein like eggs mid-day meal diet to children in 
coastal areas  

2. Promoting use of alternatives: Use of high protein diets like Soybean, pulses 

3. Inland Fishing: Fishing breeding and harvesting using modern sustainable techniques 
would help e.g. in pond, rivers 

Collaborative effects of fishing community and Government much needed to safeguard 
Environment and Food Security along with Sustainable development Goals. 
  

Topic: Awareness in biotechnology; Agriculture issues 

Q) Examine how India should use breakthroughs in biotechnology and genetic engineering 

for achieving the goal of low-input, high-output agriculture which is a pre-requisite for 

doubling farmers’ income. (200 Words) 

  
Innovation in Biotechnology has potential to bring second GR . Huge increase in food grain 
production in 1970s is termed as GR. It was possible due to conventional interbreeding 
technique which resulted into dwarf rice and wheat varieties which resulted into bumper 
production .GR was a product of Biotechnology.GR provided India with food security. 

Biotechnology can help double farm income by lowering input cost and increasing output 
using science and technology in following ways - 

-Genetic engineering and Molecular Marker Assisted Selection (MAS) are new and more 
efficient technique of breeding in plants  

-Varieties with better resistance to pests, drought, flood can be bred. 

- Climate change is posing new challenges which are uncertain . So, Biotech has a huge 
potential in future as well. 

-More crop production so surplus food .It encourages more export. Surplus money can be 
used in farmer welfare or even for DBT. 

CHALLENGES 
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-Apprehensions regarding use of GM crops for food purpose 

-Development of superweeds due to possibility of horizontal transfer of resistant genes 

-Lack of sufficient funds in many countries for R & D 

Thus we see that GM crops can revolutionise agricultural sector. Need is to create 
awareness about its benefit. 
  

Topic: Awareness in the fields of robotics 

  

Q) How will the arrival of robots impact developing countries? Examine. (200 Words) 

  
Automation and extensive robotics development and use is the product of Artificial 
Intelligence.  
  
Merits of automation in Developing Country 
  
• Increase productivity with low error rates and increased efficiency . 
• Machines can be programmed and made to do all sorts of work from dull, demanding, 
dangerous works to daily chores. 
• Machines do not unionise, demand pay hikes leading to freedom from trade union strikes 
and even holidays are not required. 
• Machines help to maintain consistency of output as per time demands. 
• No emotional involvement and 100% duty . 
  
Demerits of automation in Developing Country 
  
• Will create massive unemployment in various sectors  
• Will aggrevate economic inequalities of income. 
• Unemployed people have more vulnerability to fall into debt trap, crimes, drugs, 
terrorism, etc and turn towards fundamentalism and rising intolerance. 
• developing countries that depend for their competitive advantage on low-cost, low-skilled 
labour will suffer massive loss and re-localization of highly skilled workers to global 
opportunities. 
  
With these trends in replacement of robots with human work force ,India needs to prepare 
itself for such a shift . 
  
Way forward. 
  
- India needs to develop comprehensive pool of skilled workers including 
transgender,PWDs, women , teenagers etc by “digital India “ training 
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-increase FDI inflows and support entrepreneurship for innovation. 
  
- relax labour policies to attract skilled educated migrants.. 
  

Topic: Awareness in IT , computers 

Q) Recently British researchers have developed a new technology known as EcoHydro Logger. 

Discuss its features and benefits, especially for India.  (200 Words) 

  
It is a low-cost data-logging device, EcoHydro Logger, to record water characteristics e.g. 
the level and temperature of water in any part of a river or stream which is developerd by 
Researchers from University of British Columbia 

Features 

1. Water management: to change the way researchers and officials gather data and 
strategize methods for management of water resources and have importance from Indian 
point of view 

2. Hydrologic monitoring: Frequent measurements help scientists monitor water levels that 
rise and fall rapidly during storm 

3. Open source technology: Cheap, DIY(do-it-yourself), allows one to build customisable 
electronic devices e.g. Arduino provides easy-to-use hardware and software 

Benefits for India 

1. Risk Mitigation in coastal areas: Indian coastal areas if monitored by hydrologic 
monitoring then it could save lots of lives lost during storms 

2. Reducing impact of Floods: Data gathering would help Disaster Management effective 
and can contribute to risk aversion techniques like online prediction 

3. Cost-effective: EcoHydro Logger, powered by solar energy would help Developing 
country like India would get benefit where resource are scares but natural disasters quite 
frequent 

4. Customizable to Indian Conditions: Open source and DIY enable it to customize as per 
Indian need  

5. Replenishment of Water source: effective in data-scarce regions applicability for local 
communities to understand the water patterns and its availability and manage their water 
usage accordingly 
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This open source and low cost technology could open new areas for India as researchers 
have found it difficult to collect their own data which could enable them to put more 
efforts in R&D to get innovative and cheaper solutions 
  

Q) India is among the underperformers on access to Information and Communications 

Technology. How and why should government bridge the digital divide? Examine. (200 

Words) 

  
The 21st century is the century of ICT. Gradually, all services are shifting in the purview of 
the digital world with the problems of mankind being handled more efficiently and faster 
than ever before. However, India is still far from establishing an efficient infrastructure to 
facilitate superior of utilization of ICT. The government could take following steps to 
improve the situation of ICT access in India- 

1) Collaboration with tech giants: Tech giant Google has already been enlisted in the project 
of providing wifi access to larger population of India.This is turning into a reality in the form 
of wifi availability at major railway stations of the country. This project should be carried 
out at a faster pace to ensure Internet connectivity in major urban centers as well as rural 
areas. 

2) Entrepreneurship incubation: Government is already providing benefit to tech start-ups 
under Start Up India campaign. Microsoft has also been enlisted to provide incubation 
support to tech start-ups. Government should ensure that such measures effectively work 
out in favor of tech start-ups. 

3) Grass root level education: Training programmes can be started to ensure proper 
education of Gram Pradhans and panchayat members in the use of ICT. Thereafter, it would 
be the responsibility of these leaders to organize camps in their village for ICT awareness. 

4)App-based monitoring: Just like the GARV app has been created to keep a track of rural 
electrification, a similar app can be created to track the availability of data services on 
village-by-village basis. 

5)Innovation: Home-grown innovation can be promoted to devise ways to provide low cost 
IT access to villages and establish an efficient transmission network. 

In today's world when right from bill payments to RTI complaints to college admissions are 
happening digitally,a fall back in providing ICT access to a billion strong population of the 
country would push us decades back in the international race for 
development.Already,Aadhaar cards are being used in a number of government schemes in 
finding out the beneficiaries and maintaining databases.The silver lining stands in the form 
that India is one of the countries in which mobile phone consumption is among the highest. 
This fact can be utilized by the government to push for better ICT reforms and providing 
digital access to whole of the country. 
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Q) China is fast building powerful supercomputers and has pushed US to third spot in terms 

of speed. Should India jump into the supercomputer race and build more of them? Comment. 

(200 Words) 

  
Livemint 
  
Sunway TiahuLight and Tianhe-2 are the two fastest supercomputers in world by China. 
These are followed by Cray Titan of US on third place. However, India isn’t represented in 
the first 100.  

Should India with its global ambition follow this race of supercomputers ? 

Supercomputers bring distinct advantages: 

1) India can develop these fast machines and help its strategic partners as it is helping 
through ISRO.  

2) The machines are indispensable for some scientific endeavours, research and 
development like biotech research, climate modelling, etc. 

3) Today, India has to rent out others’ machines. With PARAM series, India has displayed its 
low-cost prowess. India can not only cut its own costs, but cater to the cost-conscious 
market too. 

However, it is not an advisable step because: 

1. Making fastest computer and making fast computers available for research and for 
general purpose are two different things. 

2. India already has built supercomputers that are meeting the demands of modern 
research facilities. 

This is not to say that we should not promote efforts to improve the capacity of our 
supercomputers. But rather to say that the goal should be twin to raise capacity and raise 
their access and affordability. Rather than joining the race for fastest supercomputer 
  

Q) Will it be fine if Free Basics entered into an agreement with all telcos similar to the one it 

had entered with Reliance last year? Will this affect net neutrality? Critically comment. (200 

Words) 

  
Net neutraility means providing equal access to all kinds of information on the internet 
without following the principle of differential pricing.Agreement with all telecos similar to 
the Reliance's will affect the net neturaility in the following ways :- 
  

http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/Y0wZBdUgFYEngHvUwNEd9L/Ignore-the-supercomputer-race.html
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1)Monopolisation of an entity :- Free basics is an intiative by FB which is social gaint.FB's 
agreement with all telelcos will provide it an undue advantage over emerging social 
networking sites and Fb will become an unchallenged monopoly. 
  
2) Violates principle pf market :- Effective market works on the principle of competition and 
pricing.With Free basics agreement it will also hamper the equity concerns alongwith going 
against basic fundamental of demand driven services. 
  
3)Affect inovation :- Emerging Startups of INDIA will not be able to struggle with the big 
technical giants thus giving a hard blow to Govt's Start up India Initiative where Indian can 
possibly have a huge success. 
  
4) Fb might put charges on its services once users become habitual to its use.The belief that 
atleast some amount of Free Net will help poor Indians is a dogma as Fb's language is 
english , not understood by majority of Indians. 
  
Providing access to internet is a welcome step as it can bring a revolution in the lifes of 
deprived Indians but Internet has to give equal access to all the Informations as "Half 
Knowledge is a Dangerous Thing". 
  

Topic: Achievements of Indians in S&T 

Q) Soon the Indian Space Research Organisation (Isro) will be testing an air-breathing 

propulsion system. Examine why is it  building such a system. (200 Words) 

  
Air-breathing propulsion system which will allow rockets to use atmospheric oxygen for 
fuel. It has below reasons. 

Reasons: 

1. Low weight and cost of fuels: which will allow rockets to use atmospheric oxygen for fuel, 
reducing costs and fuel weight in the future 

2. Reusable Launch Vehicles: The technology is an important step towards developing 
reusable launch vehicles 

3. Efficiency: the total launch vehicle mass, 86% is propellant mass in the launch vehicle. 
That is huge, say if you’re looking at a 400-tonne rocket. Vehicle will be lighter and it will be 
much more efficient 

To overcome Challenges and explore opportunities: 

1. Atmospheric oxygen: the launch vehicle speeds through the atmosphere at supersonic 
speeds and need supersonic combustion ramjet or a scramjet engine  

2. Payload: Space and weight reduction would help in carrying payloads 
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3. Space shuttle: As part of the development of its own 

Although, the hypersonic flight experiment (HEX) have several steps left till the final 
reusable launch vehicle is ready. But it is significant step and will establish India one of top 
player in fields of space in world in coming years. 
  
  

Topic: Conservation; Environmental pollution 

Q) Critically analyse the objectives and provisions of the Compensatory Afforestation Fund 

(CAF) bill and examine why this Bill is being opposed by some political parties. (200 Words) 

  
Compensatory afforestation is defined as afforestation done in lieu of the diversion of 
forest land for non-forest use.  
Beneficial provisions  
1. Establishing Institutional body called CAMPA-that ensures utilisation of funds in an 
efficient and transparent manner. 
2. ensuring proper devolution of fund- funds would be transferred to National CAF and 
State CAF that will further utilise for the compensatory afforestation. 
3. Employement generation-Bill seeks to develop the productive assets which will generate 
employment for the rural and tribal communities in the adjoining areas. 
4. Bill seeks to establish the artificial plantations, preserving and management of the 
existing forests, conserving and protecting the wildlife associated with it through 
infrastructure development channelising funds through CAMPA. 
Concerns regarding provisions  
1. Bill also does not provide for natural restoration and regeneration of degraded forest 
2. Threat of fragmentation thus leading to loss of biodiversity 
3. Unavailability of land for planting new forests:-which has often led to use of CAMPA 
funds for purchasing forest department vehicles or repairing buildings defeating the original 
purpose. 
4. Does not include various stakeholders like tribal society etc 
The bill at present is opposed by many due to following reasons 
• Will violate Forest Right Act 
• Bring injustice to various tribes and forest dewellers 
• afforestation bill does not clearly acknowledge the power of gram sabha as the final 
authority on forest land 
Thus securing existing natural tracts, making forests contiguous, safeguarding fragile 
habitat, and bringing fair compensation schemes for local stakeholders is the way forward 
  

Q) Smart Cities will use technology. And the technology will use hardware which will 

eventually become e-waste. How should this e-waste be handled and by whom? Critically 

examine. (200 Words) 
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Cities are the engine of economic growth. But that is also true that they generates more 
waste. There is a positive correlation between waste generation and economic 
development. The only thing remains is that this waste should be recycled and reused. 

Smart cities will provide smart solution which would be information and communication 
technology based. So huge hardware is required. As each hardware has a life time so after 
some time hardwares are out of use. This could create a huge problem untill we have a 
comprehensive plan for dealing with this highway. This plan must include the following 
points : 

1. The first thing is that we have to ensure proper collections of e-waste. This is possible if 
few outlets are opened in the city. People need to be informed about these outlets so that 
they could discharged e-waste here. 

2. Generally people or company dump e- waste because they do not get anything form it. 
So initial cost of any hardware must have some extra amount so that it could be returned 
when people are ready to throw these. 

3. government must impose some e-waste tax on each hardware items. By doing this 
government will have resources to reprocesses 

4. Plants need to be set up to extract valuable metal from e-waste. 

5. Remaining waste need to be dumped at well designed places so that it does not lead to 
ground water pollution. 

Finally, IF we have to make our city smart then we have to focus on minimizing waste and 
efficiently managing them. This is possible if we look at waste from economic perspective. 
Truth can not be denied that waste itself is a resource, only thing is that it requires 
technology. 
  

Q) How effective would an additional green tax or cess be in furthering environmental 

protection in India? Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

  
Draft national forest policy levying an environmental cess, green tax or carbon tax on 
certain products & services garnering citizens’ contribution and supplementing financial 
resources has been in question for its effectiveness for environment protection 

Green Tax or cess in Environment protection would be effective in following ways 

1. Funds raised and managed by the National Clean Environment Fund (NCEF) would be 
used for afforestation to increase forest cover 

2. Pollution Control: double the green tax on commercial vehicles entering the city in a bid 
to curb air pollution 
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3. INDC Goal: to meet the targets Indian need to reduce carbon emission by 33-35% i.e. 
obligations agreed on through Paris  

4. In order to meet SDG (Sustainable Development Goal) 

Issue that impact effectiveness 

1. Languid Approach: NCEF towards directed funds to myriad government schemes though 
it was originally instituted to fund research and development in the field of clean energy 
technologies 

2. Unused funds defeating Purpose: NCEF money to provide loans or viability gap funding 
for new renewable technologies but funds lying as such or diverted fot other purpose 

3. National Compensatory Afforestation Fund pending bill: afforestation efforts seem to be 
suffering because of this 

4. Short term gain: Although records show 80% afforestation target met but need audit. 
Also, Afforestation efforts suffer from abysmally low survival rate of plants 

5. Eviction of people: afforestation effort is either grossly inefficient or used as an excuse 
for evicting people from common property resources 

Utilization of available fiscal resources for furthering India’s environmental and 
afforestation efforts much needed. 
  
  

Q) Recently, researchers have found high concentrations of uranium in Antarctic Peninsula 

ice core.  Examine the sources and causes. (150 Words) 

  
DownToEarth 
  
Until World War II, most of the uranium input to the atmosphere was from natural sources 
but major source of pollution is driven by human driven activities. 

Sources : 

1. University of Maine climate scientists discovery during the first high-resolution 
continuous examination of a northern Antarctic Peninsula ice core 

2. Continuous U record from an Antarctic ice core with first highly detailed Uranium 
concentrations in the ice core 

3. Brazilian-Chilean-U.S. team retrieved the ice core from the Detroit Plateau on the 
northern Antarctic Peninsula  

4. Land-source dust elements don't show similar large increases in the ice core 

http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/australia-source-of-uranium-and-lead-pollution-in-antarctica-54693
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Causes: 
  
1. Uranium Mining: Open pit mining in majorly Australia is polluting the Antarctic, about 
6,000 nautical miles away by University of Maine climate scientists  
  
2. Industrial Sources: Nuclear power plants wastes and reprocessing  
  
3. Southern Hemisphere anthropogenic emissions 
  

Q) Critically evaluate the progress made under the Namami Gange programme. (200 Words) 

  
Namami Gange programme is a comprehensive approach to rejuvenate the river Ganga and 
all its tributaries under one umbrella over five years till 2019. 

Analysis of Progress 

1. Lag between sewage generation and treatment: remained between 55 per cent and 60 
per cent even as new sewage treatment  

2. Under project thousands of gram panchayats on the banks of Ganga to be made open 
defecation-free by 2022 but still a lot has to be done in this aspect 

Insignificant cooperation between Central, State and Local Government bodies is a 
challenge 

3. Shortage of authentic information on quality & quantity of waste generation, mode of 
disposal, possibilities for recycling, development of community treatment plants and cost 
effective treatment technologie 

Way Forward: 

1. Holistic Approach: Ganga is of 12 major tributaries. Need of rejuvenation strategy for 
each of Ganga’s tributaries 

2. Co-ordination of Ministries: Several ministries are working with nodal Water Resources 
Ministry for this project includes – Environment, Urban Development , Shipping, Tourism & 
Rural Development Ministries which need coordination 

3. Prime focus should be on involving people living on the river’s banks in this project 

Considering remaining four years to implement plan, Collaborative and integrative 
approach inclusive of all stake holder should be need to make it a success. 
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Q) In many tribal regions some NGOs are mobilizing tribes to adopt millet-based biodiverse 

agriculture, especially in jhum regions. Examine the significance and advantages of millet 

based biodiverse agriculture. (200 Words) 

  
Millet are a cereal crop grown in subtropics of Asia and Africa.  

Its advantages for cultivation by tribal groups involve: 

1. High productivity. 

2. More nutrition.  

3. Use of crop residue for livestock purposes. 

4. It can withstand adverse weather conditions thus require no specialized care such as 
irrigation etc. 

5. It takes less time to mature thus can be grown multiple times. 

6. It is easy to be grown. Does not require specialized skills. 

Thus it will help tribals to avoid to clutches of moneylenders, be self-sufficient, and grow 
the food crop on one particular land, get their nutritional requirements, and be more 
environment friendly. 
  

Topic: Disaster and disaster management 

Q) Considering its vast geographical diversity, in your opinion, how should India formulate 

adaptation strategies to global warming? Discuss. (200 Words) 

  
India is nation having vast diversity and need to devise multi face approach which could 
tackle diversity of challenges emerging from Global warming and affecting all states 
differently. 

Adaptive Strategies in following ways: 

1. State-level climate action plans: incorporating climate change into their planning e.g. 
Coastal states work on mangrove protection, drought prone states can get benefit from 
River interlinking, hilly areas plan to mitigate excessive rain effects 

2. Disaster Database: records for maintaining level of water tables, precipitation trend, GHG 
emissions order to plan, predict and mitigate risk based on data analysis techniques 

3. Energy from non-conventional means: E.g. 40 per cent of its generation capacity by 2030, 
International Solar Alliance initiative  
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4. Transparency and implementation tracking: understanding of which programmes would 
be undertaken by the Central government, which ones by the States 

5. Energy Sharing Model: Some states have advantage in solar energy and other in tides, 
wind so integrated share model should be developed  

6. Alternative means: In practical ground, It would be difficult to reduce temperate below 2 
degree e.g. beyond GDP so alternative plans for surviving extreme events, living in a 
warmer world need to be devised 

Given all pressures and commitments that have been made, India now needs to reimagine 
and develop a new approach, or national strategy — a set of policies that lay out its action 
plans for reaching its targets, and not just for reducing emissions but sustainable 
development targets well beyond 2030 for emissions and adaptation. 
  

Topic: Prevention of money laundering 

Q) According to a December 2015 report by Global Financial Integrity (GFI), fraudulent 

misinvoicing of trade transactions was revealed to be the largest component of illicit financial 

flows (IFF) from developing countries, What do you understand by trade misinvoicing and 

how does it affect developing countries? Examine. (200 Words) 

  
Trade misinvoicing refers to a practice of giving false information on the level of exports 
done. This is done with motives such as: 

1. To evade taxes such as customs or other non-tariff barriers. 

2. To circumvent bureaucratic hurdles and expedite the trade. 

3. To circumvent currency controls. 

It affects the developing nations in the way that it lowers the tax revenue, it amounts to 
theft of precious natural resources of developing nations. Apart from aiding money 
laundering that aids funding to terrorist groups. 

This menace needs to be dealt with strongly. Measures such as strict custom checking, easy 
to follow custom rules and procedures, and relaxed currency controls will go a long way to 
curb this practice. 
  

Q) Recently the Union cabinet approved the Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Amendment 

Bill, 2015. Discuss the provisions and importance of the Bill. (200 Words) 

  
The benami (without a name) property refers to property purchased by a person in the 
name of some other person. 

Provisions: 
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1. Amend the definition of benami transactions to widen the scope for legal action. So 
Government can take appropriate action to avoid such illegal transactions 

2. Establish adjudicating authorities and Appellate Tribunal to deal with benami 
transactions 

3. The bill provides for a fine of up to 25% of the fair value of the asset and imprisonment of 
up to seven years 

4. Bill establish four authorities to conduct inquiries or investigations: Initiating Officer, 
Approving Authority, Administrator and Adjudicating Authority 

Importance: 

1. The main purpose of these amendments is to overcome the practical difficulties that may 
arise in the implementation of the stringent provisions of the Bill after it becomes an Act 

2. The Bill also intends to effectively prohibit benami transactions and consequently 
prevent circumvention of law through unfair practices including black money  

3. The Bill provides immunity under the Benami Act to those who declare their benami 
properties under income declaration scheme 

4. Government to confiscate benami property by following due procedure. It therefore 
promotes equity across all citizens 

It is positive steps in curbing black money and illegal trade practices which reduces tax 
collection and impact GDP growth. More such steps needed including online transaction 
monitoring and diversion of funds across countries. 
  

Topic: Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal security 

Q) In the light of recent terrorist attacks by Islamic State in different parts of the world, 

discuss the nature of Islamic State’s changing strategy and its evolving ideology. (200 Words) 

  
Decentralised terrorism or Lone-wolf attacks refer to the increasing trend of terror attacks 
being carried out in recent times by few individuals who are influenced by the ideology of 
oragnizations like the IS, al-Qaeda etc. 

Nature of attack and strategy changes noticed are: 

1. Lone wolf attack: Independent influenced by the radical ideology rather than planned by 
centralized organization but later pledging allegiance 

2. Social Networking: IS using internet and new technology to spread ideology in youths 

3. New form of Suicidal attacks: Group of person or alone fire on crowded places eg: IS 
gunmen killed 22 people in Tunisia’s Bardo national museum, Istanbul attack, Bangladesh 
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4. Evolution of transnational terrorism: IS has suffered a string of reverses in its home 
territory of Iraq and Syria. As it comes under increasing pressure there, its drive to prove its 
continued potency with strikes elsewhere will increase 

Way forward: 

1. Coordination among different countries is important to fight terrorism. For example, 
Passenger Name Record (PNR) which makes it mandatory for airlines to share the names of 
the passengers with the authorities before the flight takes-off. 

2. Strong Norms and Laws: for arms and weapons making it difficult for them to procure 
weapons may help in preventing the attacks 

3. Intelligent sharing: Terrorist database sharing and coordination of Interpol and regular 
meetings to tackle terrorism new methodology 

4. Cyber Law: Thus stricter vigil on cyber security may help the law-enforcing agencies to 
keep them in check. 

Coordination and integrated approach needed to tackle new strategies of terrorism to save 
innocent live from such brutal attacks. 
  

Topic: Security challenges and their management in border areas 

Q) Examine the nature and objectives of Islamic terrorism that’s on the rise in Bangladesh. 

What should be India’s approach in dealing with terrorism in Bangladesh?  (200 Words) 

  
The rise of islamic terrorism is not a recent phenomena in the history of Bangladesh. Even 
since its formation by separation from East Pakistan, the country has been divided amongst 
two groups; the seculars (Mujibs) and the radicals. The country was formed with a notion of 
lingual unity and secularism and not on the religious thought on which Pakistan was 
formed. 

During Sheikh Hasina's regime in 2008, a ban was imposed on the media to curb the 
spreading of radical islamist thoughts by some of its leaders. It was a full blown war against 
Islamic radicals.This did not solve the problem. Instead it lead to the collaboration of 
various radical groups of the country amongst themselves and with terror outfits like Al-
Qaeda. 

Nature of this terrorism: 

1. Attacking the civil society, non islamists, foreigners, other religious preachers. 

2. Encouraging Bangladeshi youth to be associated with terrorist outfits. 

Objectives behind this rise of terrorism in Bangladesh: 
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1. Association of local terrorist outfits with groups like IS to gain international recognition 
and financial support. 

2. Spreading of radical islamic thought in the secular country and showing resistance to the 
growing westernisation of the country. 

3. To reverse the idea of creation of the country on lingual and cultural grounds and ink it 
with radical islamic colours. 

India's approach in dealing with this situation: 
  
1. Keep an eye on the people to people contacts with the neighbouring country. 
  
2. Increase its security in the border areas. States like West Bengal and Assam to be taken in 
confidence to protect our safety interests. 
  
3. The politics of the East should focus on India's interest and curb illegal immigration. 
  
4. The government should offer its support to its neighbour against terrorism and safeguard 
its interest at the same time. 
  

Q) Critically comment on the findings of the Chilcot report and examine what lessons should 

India learn from the report. (200 Words) 

  
Chilcot committee is inquiry include UK PM letter to US’s which showed sordid phase of 
Britain’s foreign policy which led to invasion of Iraq: 

Comment on Finding: Negative 

1. Effect on role UNSC: It would undermined the authority its authority in favor of few 
powerful nations 

2. Weakened Democracy: PM while keeping his Ministers and military commanders in the 
dark is like keeping its nation in dark and reduces faith on our leaders 

3. Error of Judgment: Such hefty decision based on little information e.g. Iraq had weapons 
of mass destruction (WMD) by intelligence later UK PM admitted that “turned out to be 
wrong” led civilians and whole nation to suffer 

4. Unjust war and painful reality: hundreds of British citizens died, and 1.5 Lakh of Iraqis 
had died and more than one million were displaced 

Comments on Findings: Positive 
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1. Manufacture of chemical and biological weapons: by Iraq finding by intelligence show it 
was necessary to take strict action to present example to other Nation disturbing world 
peace 

2. Peace and Security of region: It was step taken to establish peace and security of region 
and action again culprits of 9/11 attacks 

Lessons for India: 
  
1. Need of transparent security culture: Ministry files are still not declassified; intelligence 
organizations remain opaque without any parliamentary oversight 
  
2. Focus need to improve on decisions: institutional records of decision-making processes 
are often weak e.g. which led to defeat of 1962 war 
  
3. To avoid misuse of intelligence: in influencing decisions within and outside government  
  
4. Weakness of international Laws: UNSC undermined role in past need of hour for India to 
enhance its internal security mechanism strong and transparent without dependency on 
world for decision e.g. like in case of 1971 Ind-Pak no outside support 
  

Topic: Linkages between development and spread of extremism. 

Q) Terrorists involved in recent terrorist attack on a well known Dhaka restaurant were all 

well educated and rich. Critically examine why poverty is no more the pushing factor for 

youths to become terrorists. (200 Words) 

  
Dhaka terrorists have just added to the long line of well-educated persons taking to 
terrorism. They also belie the prejudice that madrasas are hot-beds of bigotry and 
terrorism. India’s own experience hasn’t been entirely different from Indian-origin 
GLASGOW AIRPORT BOMBERS to the recent case of of MEHADI BISWAS, a well educated 
Bangaluru techie, the signs are ominous. 

There may be a few reasons why poverty mayn’t have remained the sole driving factor for 
terrorism. 

1) ONLINE RADICALIZATION- At least in poorer countries like ours and Bangladesh, it has 
more chance of radicalizing the rich (not-so-poor). 

2) LACK OF LIBERAL EDUCATION- This must be the elephant in the room. Modern technical 
education doesn’t instil a critical thinking in pupils. They start believing patently absurd 
ideas. Moreover, they do not read the HISTORY OF OTHER PEOPLE. While they have their 
grievances against others, they do not know what others feel about them. 
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3) A SENSE OF ENTITLEMENT AND FRUSTRATION ON ITS NON-FULFILMENT- The well-
educated children of migrants in Europe had some expectations from their new home 
states. When it was not fulfilled, they blamed it on discrimination, rightly or wrongly. 

4) A SENSE OF POWER TO CHANGE THE PREVAILING SITUATION- They feel empowered and 
don’t despair about the current situation. 

All this has a lesson for India. There is still no alternative to education. But this education 
should instil critical thinking, secular thinking and acceptance (tolerance). The sense of 
alienation, especially participation in the evolving identity of Indian-ness must be ensured. 

Q) Is radicalization in Kashmir linked to lack of development? Critically discuss the causes. 

(200 Words) 

  
Killing of Hizbul Mujahideen leader Burhan Wani has led to violence erupting in Kashmir. 
This is the immediate cause. It has been seen that even educated and employed youth has 
taken part in their battle against the army. There are several long-term causes linked to it. 

~ Historical: Years of proxy conflict backed by Pakistan. History of violence: Insurgency in 
Kashmir peaked in the 1990s. 

~ Political: Lack of politics at the grass-root level and engagement with the constituencies. 
Political parties not delivering on their promises. They haven't been able to reconcile due to 
their contrasting ideologies which has affected governance. Acting only in case of violence. 

~ Social: religious radicalization. 

~ Economic: Lack of economic opportunities and development of infrastructure in Kashmir. 

While role of state and non-state actors of Pakistan could not be ignored, it should neither 
be over-emphasized. Home-grown insurgency is a reality and need to be appropriately 
dealt with. AFSPA should also be reviewed as instead of bringing peace it is resulting in a 
cycle of violence. A long-term strategy need to be devised, separate for violent and 
peaceful situations. There is a need to sensitize people against violence, restore their faith 
in Indian state and reach out to all stakeholders. There is also a role for intelligence 
agencies in cautioning against mobilization so there could be early interventions. 
  

Q) Should Punjab’s drug problem be considered as a national security issue? Substantiate. 

(200 Words) 

  
Recent highlights of drug problem and its effect on national level signifies complex issues, 
addressing this threat requires a deeper understanding of its underlying dynamics. 

National Security issue in following ways: 
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1. Cross border strategy: systematic narco-terror campaign being waged against India which 
would cripple younger generation and prompt them to use violent means under control of 
drugs 

2. Undermining an entire state’s economic potential and stability: at a fraction of the cost 
of fomenting militancy 

3. Large scale Addiction: it would divert population being economically productive to drugs 
prone and they would become liability for society 

4. Bonded labors and leading to poverty: farmers are being forced and made to work as 
bonded labor to server need of drug mafia which would have dangerous repercussion for 
society as whole 

5. Spill Over effect: It can spread to other neighboring states and led to major security 
havoc 

6. Led to offensive instruments: ranging from druglords, terrorists, human traffickers, 
smugglers, organised criminal gangs to ISI agents 

Collaborative social and Government efforts needed like legalization of drugs can be more 
cost effective than prohibiting, rehabilitation of victims instead of considering burden and 
drug literacy programs would significantly reduce this menace. 
  
  

Q) Do you think the government has strengthened national security by taking a realist 

strategic position and introducing a policy of defence production indigenisation through the 

“Make in India” initiative? Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

  
Indigenisation Defence program is implemented to make India the exporter as well as full-
filled State in defence equipments which is presently lacking in India. 

Reason for lack of equipments : 

1- India is not able to inject finance in Defence as it has many backward issues to fight first 
such as Poverty eradication, Education, Health etc,, 

2- Insurgency is also the very powerful issue which the country is facing mainly in East, 
North and some parts of Central and South, Due to which requirement of increase in force 
needs to requirements of proper equipments to deal. 

3- Lack in Technology such as lack in surveillance leads to inject human force in every 
threatened areas. 

4- India shares borders with 6 countries which in itself leads large force with equipments. 
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Apart from this Indian Air Force and Indian Navy requirements are many which the PSUs is 
not able to take care of it so through Make in India - Indigenisation program leads Private 
Sectors to directly invest in Indian Defence but it has many disadvantages also in a long run 
as: 

1- Dependency on Foreign Manufacturers. 

2- Quality issues as Private Sectors aims to profit first. 

3- Maintenance cost may again link the dependency on Foreign. 

4- Above 3 points shows the Autonomy of Foreign Powers in India in Defence Sector. 

This can Strengthen Security but In long run It may make India a Foreign Dependent 
Country in Defense Sector which can be Dangerous for Security. 

India can decrease the usage of manned equipments so as by using unmanned technology 
to keep the Force in right direction. Due to lack of strategy and unproper distribution of 
Force not only increases the equipment quantity as well threatens the lives of Defece units( 
Chattisgarh , Assam , J&K etc) 

Tracking system is required to keep accurate track of Insurgents and other alien Force to 
Distribute Army and other units in right directions. 
  

Q) Some security experts argue that abrupt discontinuance of pellets has serious implications 

for the effectiveness of law enforcement in handling mobs. Do you agree? Critically 

comment. (200 Words) 

  
Pellets were introduced as mob management medium in 2010 after reported deaths due to 
use of rubber bullets in guns. However,in recent protests in J&K these pellets have also 
proved to be lethal causing serious injuries like blindness and even death in some cases. 
There are hurried responses to this impact and talks have started upon phasing out pellets 
too. However any irrational move before proper investigation of harmful impact and the 
availability of alternatives can prove to be disastrous in following ways: 

1)It might hamper the mob management ability of security forces. 

2)It will affect the morale of the security forces as they would stand exposed to an unruly 
crowd with insufficient means to control them. 

3)It will also imply that political overtones will continue to affect effectiveness of security 
forces and render them powerless. 

4)In case of ineffective control measures, mob might get out of control leading to Army 
action which would be even more disastrous. 

5)Law and order would stand disrupted affecting day-to-day life of common public. 
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The present situation calls for a proper work upon alternative means of crowd control. 
Modern day alternatives like taser guns can be explored as option. However, national 
security should not be compromised at any cost in the name of leniency 
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